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Host: David Wheaton 00:07
Is Evangelicalism reformable to biblical fidelity? That is the topic we'll discuss today right here on The Christian
Worldview Radio Program, where the mission is to sharpen the biblical worldview of Christians, and to proclaim the
good news of Jesus Christ. I'm David Wheaton, the host, and our website is TheChristianWorldview.org. A big thank
you to our listeners for your encouragement and support. And also to our national sponsor, Samaritan Ministries, who
provide a biblical solution to healthcare. You can go to our website to find out more about The Christian Worldview
and Samaritan Ministries. Now, just a little follow up early on in the program today, before we get into the topic. We
have never had more requests for transcripts than after the interview last week with Dr. Peter McCullough. That's a
great thing. Just keep in mind when we produce transcripts, they typically come out on Tuesday after the program
airs in the weekend. It takes time to generate them, edit them, so forth. So a lot of emails asking about when they
come out. Tuesday is typically the day for that. And now just to touch on a couple more things before we get to the
topic of the day. So many unprecedented things are happening almost every week in this country that are just what
can only be described as full of lies, and authoritarianism. It's like is this America anymore? We didn't get a chance to
play the audio last week of President Joe Biden mandating the "vaccine" for all companies with more than 100
employees and for federal employees as well. Hard to even call him president knowing what likely happened from a
fraudulent standpoint in the election. And perhaps who is actually running this country behind the scenes. Anyway, I
digress. So listen to the audio from this Joe Biden press conference last week, and you can easily find out who is
going to be blamed for COVID anything bad that happens in this country.
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Audio Clip: President Biden 02:07
My message to unvaccinated Americans is this. What more is there to wait for? What more do you need to see?
We've made vaccinations free, safe and convenient. The "vaccine" is FDA approved. Over 200 million Americans
have gotten at least one shot. We've been patient. But our patience is wearing thin. And the refusal has cost all of us.
So please do the right thing. But just don't take it from me. Listen to the voices of unvaccinated Americans who are
lying in hospital beds, taking their final breath say, "If only I'd gotten vaccinated." If only. It's a tragedy, please don't
let it become yours

I tell you, these people on the left are professional liars. That's all that can be said about them. Blaming the
unvaccinated when this is actually right now, look at Israel. Almost everyone's vaccinated and the Delta variant is
spreading like crazy there. The so called "vaccines" aren't effective against people getting or giving COVID. They're
not officially FDA approved, despite what he said. Dr. Peter McCullough talked about that last week. Our leaders are
exceedingly sinful and wicked. Since when does the government have the authority to make you put something in
your body? It doesn't take too much squinting to see where this is all going. Whether it's going to be further
restrictions on the unvaccinated, where you can go, what you can do, taking your children away, you can see that
coming. You're a danger to your own children. Quarantine centers, denial of access to health care, who knows what
it's going to be. And now we find out this week that the "vaccine" may be causing some forms of cancer and that it
weakens your immune system. You remember earlier this year, perhaps, that we played some audio of Dr. Ryan Cole
talking about the vitamin D deficiency people in America have that live in more northern climates, this according to
lifesite news in a September article. But this is back from March when he was quoted as saying this. He's a Board
Certified pathologist and owner and operator of a diagnostics lab. He trained at the Mayo Clinic. He runs the largest
independent testing laboratory in Idaho. He reported to the public in a video produced by Idaho State governments
Capitol Clarity Project that he is seeing a massive uptick in various autoimmune diseases and cancers in patients
who have been vaccinated. Listen to this two minute audio of Dr. Ryan Cole.
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Audio Clip: Ryan Cole, MD 04:49
What we're seeing in the laboratory after people get these shots, we're seeing a very concerning locked in low profile
of these important killer T cells that you want in your body. It's almost a Reverse HIV. With HIV you'll lose your helper

T cells, your CD four cells. In this virus post vaccine what we're seeing is a drop in your killer T cells, your CD eight
cells. And what do CD eight cells do? They keep all other viruses in check. What am I seeing in the laboratory? I'm
seeing an uptick of herpes family viruses. I'm seeing herpes, I'm seeing shingles, I'm seeing mono, I'm seeing a huge
uptick in human papilloma virus in the cervical biopsies in the cervical pap smears in women. In addition to that
there's a little infectious, you know, bump that kids get called molluscum contagiosum. What do you need to keep
that in check? You need CD eight killer T cells. I am seeing a 20 times increase in individuals over the age of 50 of
this little bump in rash. You know that's innocuous. But what it tells me is the immune status of these individuals
who've gotten the shot, we're literally weakening the immune system of these individuals. Now most concerning of
all, is there's a pattern of these types of immune cells in the body that keep cancer in check. Well, since January 1, in
the laboratory, I've seen a 20 times increase of endometrial cancers over what I see on an annual basis. A 20 times
increase. I'm not exaggerating at all because I look at my numbers year over year. Oh my gosh, I've never seen this
many endometrial cancers before. I'm seeing invasive melanomas in younger patients. Normally, we catch those
early and their thin melanomas. I'm seeing thick melanomas skyrocketing in the last month or two. I'm already
seeing the early signals. And we are modifying the immune system to a weakened state. A study out of Germany that
looked at these profiles on young individuals after the Pfizer, showing this locked in. And we don't know how long.
Maybe the immune system you know, is going to regenerate and those ratios will go backup. But who's studying it?
And where are the long term trials? Two months, four months? How long is this profile locked in? We don't know.

Host: David Wheaton 06:59
That's chilling audio, that this so called "vaccine" that was rushed, and by the way, by President Trump, who was the
one pushing in at first, but of course, was taken to a whole new level when the Biden administration came into power,
that this injection, whatever they're putting into the bodies of millions of people, now may have deleterious health
impacts on them, very serious ones. So just keep that in mind as you consider whether you're going to be pressured
into getting this so called "vaccine." The only thing to conclude here is that we are in a very bad state in our country
right now. A couple other stories this week that are really troubling is that left wing governor Gavin Newsom, who
was recalled in that state in California, won the recall election in a landslide. I mean, California is basically a one

